TO: CONS - Bill Barkell
FROM: POL - Nancy Mason
DATE: March 22, 1990
SUBJECT: Boris Weilsfeider

Maximo Pacheco gave me the attached. He said he was given it by a man whose name he does not know, but who contacted him several years ago about Weilsfeider. Pacheco in turn, had put him in contact with U.S. Embassy officials. According to Pacheco our records should indicate who this source is. The records may also indicate whether the source is credible.

I would appreciate knowing if there is a record of this contact, and if the information in the attached is helpful.

Attachment
NOMBRE: WOOLY WELLS FEIDEK
EDAD: 40 A 45 AÑOS
ESTATURA: 1,80 MTS O MÁS
FECHA: Enero 1985
HORA: 16:15
PASEAPORTE: EE.UU. LICENCIA CONDUCTOR PENNSILVANIA
ELEMENTOS: Saco de dormir, brújula, tarjeta visa, parkas, gorros, mochila, ropa interior diversa, US $ 1.200 Y Sencillo

EL ARRESTO SE EFECTUó EN LAS CERCAJAS DE EL RIMARIQUE, LUEGO DE UN LUGAR EN QUE VIVIó EN UNA CASA DE APellidos SANDOVAL (sobre cuya ubicación extraño) nos hizo saber. ESTE INDIVIDUO FUE DEJADO PASAR POR PERSONAL DE CARABINEROS DE EL RETEN EL 22 DE HUANÍMOS RECIBIERON X CANTIDAD DE US $ 1.200 Y ESTÁ PERSONA ANDABA A LA BUSCABAN DE UN TAL MENGELE QUE A LA FECHA SERÍA EL AÑO 1988 AUN VISITABA A LOS INDIos
EL PROFESOR, UN Hombre MÍNIMO Y EL MAYOR NECKERMANN (QUE ESTABA A CARGO DE LA SEGURIDAD DEL PERIMetro INTERIOR) RECIBIERON AL EXTRANJERO QUE FUE TRAIDO.
La clave principal de todo esto son un sato y los dos cabos de Kase. Servido ese día en el retén El Roble by Andrade.
Translation: (Informal)

Name: Boris Weisfeiler  
Age: Forty to Forty-five years old  
Height: About 1 meter 80 centimeters  
Date: January 4, 1985  
Time: 4:15 PM  
Passport: US, Pennsylvania Driver’s License  
Elements: Camping equipment, inflammable raft, sleeping bag, compass, Visa card, parkas, caps, mountain knife, lantern, camera, knapsack, diverse undergarments, $1,200 cash.

The arrest took place near Andarivel, after a villager who lived in a house and had the surname Sandoval (he had instruction to report any strangers in the area) told us. This individual was allowed to pass by personnel of the Carabineros from the Reten El Roble, who received X amount of U.S. dollars. This person was in search of a Mengele who visited the Germans until September 1988. The Professor? named Smith and the major Neckerman (who was in charge of security in the interior perimeter) received the foreigner who was treated like a Jewish dog.

Map:

There is hand drawn map with the statement: the principal key of all of this are a sergeant and two corporals who served that day in the Reten el Roble.